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Abstract. The management of engineering assets within an organization is a
challenging task that aims to optimize their performance through efficient decision making. However, the current asset data management systems suffer from
poor system interoperability, data integration issues as well as an enormous
amount of stored data, thus preventing a seamless flow of information. The aim
of this work is to propose a semantic data model for engineering asset management, focusing on the operation and maintenance phase of its life cycle. Ontologies are proposed because they can capture the semantics of data, create a
shared vocabulary to describe the knowledge for sharing in the domain and
provide reasoning capabilities. This model will gather all the knowledge necessary to assist in the decision making process in order to improve the asset’s
availability, longevity and quality of operations.
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Introduction

Engineering assets within an organization can be the foundation for its success and
future and are defined as “as any core, acquired elements of significant value to the
organization, which provides and/or requires – according to a user or provider point
of view – services for this organization” [1]. The management of physical assets, such
as machining tools, can be a challenging task in order to optimize their performance
through efficient decision making and reduce their maintenance costs, increase the
revenue and guarantee their overall effectiveness [2]. Physical or engineering assets,
such as machining tools and containers, are distinguished from intangible or virtual
assets such as knowledge, software, or financial assets [3].
According to the definition of asset management proposed by the Cooperative Research Centre for Integrated Engineering Asset Management (CIEAM) [4], and
adopted for this work, asset management is “the process of organizing, planning and
controlling the acquisition, use, care, refurbishment, and/or disposal of physical assets
to optimize their service delivery potential and to minimize the related risks and costs
over their entire life through the use of intangible assets such as knowledge based

decision making applications and business processes.” Asset management is a holistic
and interdisciplinary approach that covers in the context of physical assets the whole
life cycle of the asset, from the acquisition to the disposal of the asset. Its scope extends from the daily operations of assets trying to meet the targeted levels of service
to supporting the organization’s delivery strategies, satisfying the regulatory and legal
requirements and minimizing related risks and costs [5-7]. Asset management is particularly important now with the ageing of the equipment, the fluctuating requirements in the strategy and operation levels and the emphasis on health and safety requirements [6].
We consider that the key concept to achieve optimization of asset management is
the management of the asset’s data. Information systems in asset management extend
from collecting, storing and analyzing the asset information to supporting decision
making and providing an integrated view [5]. Decision makers use a variety of tools
on their day-to-day and long-term activities and their effectiveness depend greatly on
the quality of data. The requirements for the asset data demand that it is always complete, accurate, timely, consistent and accessible [8]. It is important that organizations
can efficiently track the current and historical information of the assets concerning
their status and component configuration along their lifecycle [2]. However, asset data
management systems currently suffer from system interoperability, data integration
issues as well as the enormous amount of the stored data, thus preventing a seamless
flow of information for monitoring and controlling the assets [8-10].
The vision of Semantic Web can be the key to the harmonization of the information models, since it suggests using software agents that are able to understand the
meaning of data and create connections between data automatically, to gain new information. Based on this vision, ontologies can be used to capture the semantics of
data, resolve semantic heterogeneities and optimize data quality and availability.
Gruber [11] defines the ontologies as explicit formal specifications of the terms in a
domain and relations among them whereas Noy and McGuiness [12] describes an
ontology as a formal explicit description of concepts in a domain of discourse, with
properties of each concept describing various features and attributes of the concepts
and restrictions on slots. Ontologies offer a shared vocabulary to describe the
knowledge for sharing in a certain domain or application area.
Among the main phases that consist the engineering asset lifecycle [2], the current
work focuses on the operation and maintenance phase where the aim is to optimize
the overall performance of the asset and guarantee its availability and longevity. The
main obstacle is that available information concerning the asset’s operation, configuration, maintenance and planning is currently disparate and thus not put to effective
use in order to improve its quality of operations. The aim of this work is to propose a
semantic data model that will integrate all this information for an engineering asset
within an organization. Based on the Semantic Web vision, ontologies are proposed
since they can capture the semantics of data, resolve semantic heterogeneities, create
a shared domain vocabulary and optimize data quality and availability. We consider
the various entities that are involved in the asset’s usage and maintenance, as well as
their relations, and try to develop a semantic data model that will assist in increasing

the productivity of the asset and maintaining it, with minimum cost and high reliability.
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Related Work

There are many research efforts using or recommending ontologies in the asset management domain, but to our knowledge none are focusing on the operation and
maintenance phase of the asset’s lifecycle. In [6] the authors develop an initial and
fundamental asset management ontology and subsequent process architecture in order
to support an organization’s asset management initiatives, using a manual text mining
approach. In [9], ontologies with Description Logic are used in a case study in asset
lifecycle management in order to demonstrate the benefits of implementing ontology
models in industry. An ontology-based implementation for exploiting the characteristics of time in asset lifecycle management systems is presented in [10], mainly in
maintenance but also considering the entire lifecycle.
The development of a generic asset configuration ontology is recommended in [2],
in combination with a prototype workflow management system, in order to provide a
generic and active asset configuration management framework for a better visibility
of through-life asset configurations. Furthermore, the authors in [13] propose a conceptual model for the adoption and implementation of ontologies in the area of Road
Asset Management, in order to assist the automated information retrieval and exchange between heterogeneous asset management applications.
Moreover, in order to achieve an efficient asset management, the minimum functional requirements at the operational level are presented at [14], whereas in [8] the
requirements are outlined and a model for improving the strategy by classifying the
assets is proposed. Lastly, concerning the use of ontologies on the maintenance domain, an ontology to support semantic maintenance architecture is proposed in [15], a
domain ontology for industrial maintenance is shown in [16] and an ontology in order
to model the condition monitoring and maintenance domain knowledge is introduced
in [17].
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Asset Management Semantic Data Model

Based on the available literature in the defined scope of activities, we propose a semantic data model for the operation and maintenance of an engineering asset, which
can be seen in Figure 1. The dotted line in the middle of the model separates the static
asset data, e.g. asset function and specifications from the dynamic asset data e.g. operation data and maintenance schedule. The model consists of the main upper asset
ontology and the related lower asset event domain ontology. In order to provide a
better understanding, the top-level concepts of the proposed model are firstly defined
below:

• Asset: the engineering asset, as previously defined. It may be possible to break
down the asset in its technical components, which may be considered as assets
themselves.
• Asset_Specification: static data originating from documentation and containing all
asset specification data. This is developed during the design and building phases of
the asset lifecycle and depicting the target asset operation and maintenance data in
order to guarantee performance and availability.
• Asset_Function: the main functionality and possibly also secondary functionalities,
performed by the asset.
• Actor: the person or group of persons in the plant who is responsible for operating
and managing the asset and has a specific functional role
• Asset_State: the current physical state of the asset which can be either normal,
degraded or in failure.
• Maintenance_Schedule: defines the sequence of asset maintenance activities, specifying the maintenance tasks and their frequency.
• Asset_Operation_Data: data stored during the operation of the asset, e.g. asset
temperature. The instances over a period of time provide a historical view of the
asset’s operations. Depending on the values of the operation data, this can be separated into categories of operation status.
• Asset_Configuration_Data: record of the asset configuration status at any point of
time. The instances can assist in tracking the current and historical changes of asset
configurations.
• Asset_Maintenance_Data: data concerning the performed asset maintenance activities.
We consider that the events that take place during the asset’s operation and
maintenance phase can be modeled as a lower event domain ontology. Initially, we
define an event as any transient occurrence of interest for the asset which can be distinguished between internal events as changes of state caused by an internal asset
transformation and external events with direct effects on the asset. In this work the
low-level events are considered, which declare every status update and are necessary
for monitoring the state of the asset e.g. value update. The high-level events that exist
on a higher abstraction level and concern the long term asset strategy are not in the
scope. A special type of low-level event is the Alarm which represents an abnormal
asset’s state that requires the user’s attention and has warning purposes.

Fig. 1. Engineering asset management semantic data model
The current approach recommends the use of the ontology reasoning capabilities
on the proposed model. Reasoning can be applied in many different scenarios in the
ontology, based on predefined rules, in order to provide the capability of answering
queries e.g. if the asset fulfills the operational requirements, and thus generate new
knowledge.
In order to provide a better understanding, a typical scenario is described using the
proposed semantic model. Firstly, we define the different Operation_Data_Types for
the asset according to its operation values and corresponding to different operation
phases. These phases can be either normal, e.g. operating, warming up or belong to
different types of abnormal operation mode. If a value from the operation data e.g. the
asset temperature, exceeds its predefined thresholds according to the Asset_Operation_Specification, the Asset_Operation_Data is classified to its respective
operation mode and the relevant Asset_Event is raised accordingly from the lower
event ontology. When the specific Asset_Event is raised, the historical Asset_Operation_Data, Asset_Configuration_Data and Asset_Maintenance_Data can be
examined, as well as other Asset_Event instances, in order to evaluate whether there
have been indications leading to this event e.g. temperature consistently rising to-

wards and eventually surpassing the threshold or possibly skipping a maintenance
action or adapting a wrong configuration. Based on predefined rules and using the
reasoning capabilities, one possibility would be the classification of the asset in the
Degraded_State and the subsequent adjustment of the adapted Maintenance_Schedule
e.g. repair or replace a defective asset component before production begins. Another
possibility would be the need to modify the Configuration_Data, e.g. reduce the rpm,
in order to keep the Asset_Operation_Data within its specifications.
Overall, a set of rules and procedures can be defined to support the reasoning system to make knowledge which is implicit only to the experts, explicit, by using the
available events, operational data, configuration data and maintenance data in order to
adjust to an improved maintenance strategy as well as select an optimal operation
configuration, thus managing the evolution of asset configuration. Overall, the proposed model can use the ontology knowledge to improve the asset performance, longevity and availability.
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Conclusion and Future Work

This work proposed a semantic data model for an engineering asset, focusing on the
operation and maintenance phase of its lifecycle, in order to model the domain, assist
in the decision making process and improve the asset’s performance and availability.
In the next steps, we intend to implement the ontology model and evolve it on a description logic language to allow the ontology’s reasoning, validate its consistency
and demonstrate its benefits. We will also validate the model in a case study in order
to evaluate its applicability and effectiveness on an asset’s operation and maintenance
phases. Furthermore, we intend to extend the model by including the asset high-level
events in order to take into consideration the asset operation strategy, as well as the
concept of asset service to cover the possible outsourcing of assets and the distinction
between the different roles of asset owner and provider.
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